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a b s t r a c t 

Current studies on User eXperience (UX) integration often do not investigate or reflect on the transition 

companies go through from only developing Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) to also considering usability 

and more recently UX. Understanding this transition provides a more holistic and realistic picture of in- 

tegration and can be a rich source of knowledge for improving UX integration in the software industry. 

Applying case study and grounded theory research we show that UX integration, like other organizational 

changes, can include a mixture of planned and emergent initiatives, and is influenced by various inter- 

twined events; not only those that reside inside an organization but also those external to it. We also 

show that different decisions that are made outside the authority of UX practitioners have an inevitable 

impact on enabling or prohibiting UX integration. In addition, we found that for a successful integration, 

practitioners need to explicitly consider and address the characteristics of UX, otherwise, the integration 

effort s may have a lopsided focus on the pragmatic aspect of UX, consequently, leave the hedonic aspect 

unaddressed. Based on our findings, we present four lessons learned and five pitfalls companies should 

consider to go beyond GUI design and usability to also address UX. 

© 2019 Published by Elsevier Inc. 
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. Introduction 

Delivering a large set of functions is often no longer enough

or the business success of software, rather various software

uality characteristics also need to be considered in design and

evelopment ( Chung et al., 20 0 0 ). One such characteristic is User

Xperience (UX) that relates to the actual experience of the end

sers with the software. ISO/IEC 9241 ( ISO, 2010 ) defines UX as “a

onsequence of the presentation, functionality, system performance,

nteractive behavior, and assistive capabilities of an interactive system,

oth hardware and software. It is also a consequence of the user’s

rior experiences, attitudes, skills, habits, and personality.” Good UX

ot only contributes to higher work motivation and performance,

ut can also affect the well-being of users, and is crucial to main-

ain or gain market shares ( Hassenzahl, 2010; Nass et al., 2012 ).

lthough practitioners cannot guarantee a certain experience

e.g., excitement or curiosity), they are recommended to consider

rinciples and practices that can make it more likely to deliver

n overall appealing UX ( Hassenzahl, 2010 ). We refer to these

rinciples and practices as UX principles (e.g. UX is dynamic and

hanges over time) and UX practices (e.g. identify users’ emotional

equirements). 
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Applying UX principles and practices in isolation is not enough

nd, as empirical research findings show, early and continuous at-

ention to them is required to ensure delivering a good UX through

he developed software ( Abrahão et al., 2010; Ferreira et al., 2012;

vad and Larsen, 2015 ). Hence, UX principles and practices need to

e integrated into the development processes and considered early

n and throughout projects in order to have an impact ( Ferreira

t al., 2011; Isomursu et al., 2012 ). We refer to the timely process

f integrating UX principles and practices into development processes

nd organizations as UX integration . Here, by integration, we em-

hasize making these principles and practices an integral part of

he development processes and not merely add-ons. UX principles

nd practices should be adjusted to and aligned with already

xisting software development principles and practices. Most im-

ortantly, it is not enough to introduce them only in later stages

f software development, rather, organizations need an early and

ontinuous commitment to these principles and practices for them

o have an impact ( Ferreira et al., 2011; Isomursu et al., 2012 ). 

Similar to the case of integrating usability ( Gulliksen et al.,

004; Rosenbaum et al., 2000 ) and quality characteristics in

eneral ( Berntsson Svensson et al., 2012; Paech and Kerlow, 2004 ),

ractitioners face various challenges in UX integration ( Kuusinen,

015; Lárusdóttir et al., 2016; 2012; Law et al., 2009 ). These chal-

enges vary in nature and range from more practical challenges

e.g. lack of tools and methods to support UX practices in software

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2019.03.066
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jss
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development processes ( Isomursu et al., 2012; Law et al., 2014;

Vermeeren et al., 2010 ) to more fundamental challenges (e.g. lack

of a unified understanding of the concept of UX in the software

industry ( Kuusinen and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, 2012; Lallemand

et al., 2014; Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila et al., 2008 ). 

To support practitioners in their UX integration effort s, vari-

ous empirical studies report on challenges and success factors for

usability and UX integration ( Gulliksen et al., 2004; Kashfi et al.,

2016; Kuusinen, 2015; Lárusdóttir et al., 2016; 2012; Law et al.,

20 09; Rosenbaum et al., 20 0 0 ). These studies, however, often do

not investigate or reflect on the transition companies go through

from only developing Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) to also con-

sidering usability and more recently UX Similarly, these studies do

not investigate how these challenges and success factors or their

influence on integration change over time. Hence, little is known

about how these challenges and success factors emerge and in-

fluence UX integration over time and as an organization moves

beyond usability to also address UX. Understanding the transition

provides a more holistic and realistic picture of UX integration and

can be a valuable source of knowledge for both researchers and

practitioners who aim to improve UX integration in certain organi-

zations or in the software industry in general. This knowledge can

help the community to learn from, apply, or customize and extend

the existing ways to improve integration in other contexts (e.g. us-

ability integration) also in the case of UX. Such knowledge can help

practitioners better predict and plan to overcome such challenges

through employing success factors that suit their organizations. Re-

searchers can also better support practitioners through developing

more industry relevant findings. 

We performed a case study ( Runeson et al., 2012 ) to address

this research question: How does UX integration unfold over time

within the context of an organization? And, what are the main inter-

twining events that impact UX integration as it unfolds? We gathered

longitudinal (retrospective) data and performed a Grounded The-

ory (GT)-based ( Strauss and Corbin, 1998 ) analysis of our data to

investigate the main events that in an interplay with each other

impacted the phenomenon under study ( Runeson et al., 2012 ), in

our case, UX integration. Here, by event we mean any decision, ac-

tivity, action, or circumstance that contributed to changes in the

organization. For this purpose, we investigated over two decades

of events in a Swedish software development company following

the principles of GT research. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the back-

ground and related work. Section 3 presents the research methods

applied in this study. Section 4 describes the findings. Section 5 in-

cludes our discussion and implications of the findings. Finally,

Section 6 presents some concluding remarks and future directions

of the research. 

2. Background 

Usability is often seen as a necessary precondition for good

UX yet different from it ( Hassenzahl, 2008; Lallemand et al.,

2015 ). One of the widely used definitions of usability is given by

ISO/IEC 9241 ( ISO, 2010 ): “the extent to which a system, product

or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals

with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context

of use.” UX has five unique characteristics that differentiate it

from usability (and all quality characteristics for that matter):

UX is subjective (heavily relies on human perception), holistic

(includes both hedonic and pragmatic aspects of use), dynamic

(changes over time), context-dependent (is situated in context), and

worthwhile (encompasses positive and meaningful consequences

of use) ( Hassenzahl, 2010 ). 

Although practitioners cannot guarantee a specific experience,

applying certain principles and practices can increase the likeli-
ood of delivering a good UX ( Hassenzahl, 2010 ). We refer to such

rinciples and practices as UX principles and practices . Here, by

rinciple we mean “a comprehensive and fundamental law, doc-

rine, or assumption” ( Chapra and Canale, 1998 ). Principles provide

he basis for many different software practices ( Bourque and

airley, 2014 ) and are important factors and fundamental concepts

hat practitioners need to take into account in their work. UX prin-

iples, in fact, reflect the understanding of UX as a phenomenon.

e separate principles from practices , activities that practitioners

eed to perform in order to satisfy the principles ( Bourque and

airley, 2014 ). Practices are performed throughout the life-cycle of

 software system and in different steps of the process (analysis,

esign, development, evaluation). Tools and methods specify in

ore details ‘how’ these practices shall be performed to satisfy

he principles ( Bourque and Fairley, 2014 ). 

Practitioners still do not have access to standards or agreed

pon lists of principles and practices that can support delivering

 good UX through the developed software. Scattered examples of

X practices and principles can be found in UX literature. Table 1

abulates the description of the above terms and provides exam-

les for each. 

Admittedly, practitioners can also apply User-Centered Design

UCD) principles and practices to address UX ( ISO, 20 0 0 ). Yet,

mpirical data shows that although an ideal UCD process should

ocus on the overall UX, this aspect of UCD is often ignored

n practice ( Mao et al., 2005 ). Furthermore, whilst research on

X emphasizes the hedonic aspect of software use, practition-

rs who apply UCD still mainly focus on functional and usability

ssues ( Kuusinen and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, 2012; Väänänen-

ainio-Mattila et al., 2008 ). Therefore, in this paper, we differen-

iate between UX integration and usability integration (these two

re also referred to as UCD integration in current UX and usability

ntegration literature). While the latter includes effort s to assure

sability, the former concentrates on going beyond usability and

lso focusing on the hedonic aspect of UX. 

As we mentioned, applying UX principles and practices in iso-

ation is not enough; they rather need to be integrated into the

evelopment processes and organizations to be effective ( Abrahão

t al., 2010; Ferreira et al., 2012; Ovad and Larsen, 2015 ). However,

any organizations still face various challenges that prevent them

rom achieving a sustainable UX integration ( Alves et al., 2014;

äänänen-Vainio-Mattila et al., 2008; Kuusinen and Väänänen-

ainio-Mattila, 2012 ), an integration successful not only in a short

eriod of time but also maintained over time. 

Empirical studies show that a successful integration requires

 long-term commitment and can be achieved over a long pe-

iod of time through a combination of changes to the processes

r organizations ( Gulliksen et al., 2009 ). Hence, when analyzing

X integration challenges and success factors, we need to inves-

igate how they, or their influence on integration, may change

ver time rather than only investigate a snapshot of these chal-

enges and their influence on integration. More importantly, we

lso need to investigate how organizations move from only devel-

ping user interfaces to also paying attention to usability and then

X ( Hassenzahl, 2003; 2010 ). The insights that can be gained from

uch investigations can help the community to learn from, apply,

r customize and extend the existing ways to improve integration

n other contexts (e.g. usability integration) also in the case of UX.

evertheless, such analyses of UX integration challenges and suc-

ess factors are rare in existing research. 

In our study of the related work, we found at least four short-

omings in the current literature on UX integration: 

(i) these studies often do not differentiate UX and usability or

address how these differences can impact day-to-day work

of practitioners or integration effort s (compare f or inst ance
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Table 1 

The definitions of UX principles, practices, tools, and methods. 

Term Description Examples 

UX principles important factors and fundamental concepts that reflect 

the understanding of UX as a phenomenon. Practitioners 

need to take these principles into account in their work 

Both hedonic and pragmatic aspect of software use play an 

important role in forming UX, UX is temporal 

UX practices activities that practitioners need to perform in order to 

satisfy the principles 

Identify users’ personal goals and preferences, create 

prototypes, involve users in the design process, evaluate 

the software from both pragmatic and hedonic perspectives 

UX methods impose structure on the practices with the goal of making 

them systematic and ultimately more likely to be 

successful 

Survey, questionnaire, mind mapping, field study, cognitive 

mapping, design studio 

UX tools computer-based programs or analog means that assist 

practitioners in performing various practices and are often 

designed to support particular methods and like them 

intend to make the work of practitioners more systematic 

Persona, eye-tracking programs, visual design and 

prototyping tools, Attrakdiff (a specific type of satisfaction 

questionnaire) 
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Schaffer’s guideline on usability integration ( Schaffer, 2004 )

and Schaffer and Lahiri’s UX integration guideline ( Schaffer and

Lahiri, 2013 )). These studies sometimes even use the terms UX

and usability interchangeably (e.g ( Ardito et al., 2014; Federoff

and Courage, 2009; Lanzilotti et al., 2015 )). 

ii) those studies that explicitly take differences between UX and

usability into account, mainly focus on how the concept of

UX is perceived in the industry (e.g. Kuusinen and Väänänen-

Vainio-Mattila, 2012; Lallemand et al., 2014; Väänänen-Vainio-

Mattila et al., 2008 ), or on evaluation activities and the role

of UX measures in challenges practitioners face (e.g. Isomursu

et al., 2012; Law et al., 2014; Vermeeren et al., 2010 ). They,

therefore, do not often discuss other topics related to UX

integration (e.g. communication and collaboration between UX

and non-UX practitioners). 

ii) those studies that report on challenges and success factors of-

ten give a short snapshot of the current state of challenges and

success factors in software companies and do not investigate

the transition from GUI design to also addressing usability and

UX. Examples are survey studies that gather practitioners’ views

on UX or usability challenges and success factors ( Gulliksen

et al., 2004; Rosenbaum et al., 20 0 0; Venturi et al., 20 06 ). These

studies provide a valuable collection of challenges and success

factors but, because of their non-longitudinal nature, cannot

necessarily reflect on the transition, or describe how these

challenges and success factors influence integration over time. 

v) the existing limited number of longitudinal studies also often

only focus on usability or UCD practices in general or do

not clearly differentiate them from UX and UX integration

(e.g. Cajander et al., 2010; Cajander et al., 2014; Federoff and

Courage, 2009; Gulliksen et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, when

investigating events that can influence integration, these

studies tend to focus more on events that happen inside the

organizations. In addition, these studies often focus on direct

manipulation of processes and organizations by researchers to

transfer knowledge and expertise, in form of action research,

and then investigate the impact of these manipulations. They,

therefore, do not often explore other types of events that in a

real industrial setting may influence integration over time. 

Below we elaborate on the handful of longitudinal studies we

ound as they are the closest to our study in their approach to

nvestigating integration. Gulliksen et al. (2009) performed a lon-

itudinal case study to investigate challenges in usability work in

 large Swedish organization. They applied an action research ap-

roach and over four years took an active role in making changes

o usability work and introducing principles and practices of UCD.

ulliksen et al. describe various activities that in an interrelation

ith each other impacted usability integration in the organization.
hese activities are divided into three categories based on their

ature: strategic (what the organization needs to do), process

usability practices), and individual (who performs what and how

heir attitudes impact usability integration). Gulliksen et al. con-

lude that integrating UCD requires a long-term commitment and

an be achieved over a long period of time through a combination

f changes to strategy, process, and internal stakeholders’ attitude

s well as day-to-day work ( Gulliksen et al., 2009 ). 

Through two longitudinal action research projects, Cajander

t al. (2010, 2014) studied how UCD principles can be integrated

nto software companies. They first identified the problem areas,

.e. challenges to usability integration, in the case companies then

roposed and implemented solutions for them. One such solution

s usability coaching that supports practitioners in reflecting on

heir views and actions, as well as their role in promoting usability

n their organizations. Similarly, Eriksson et al. (2008) studied how

sability roles can be introduced into software companies. They in-

erviewed the practitioners holding such roles in five case compa-

ies to better understand problems they face in their day-to-day

ork. They then proposed improvements to enhance the effective-

ess of these roles. 

Federoff and Courage (2009) studied how a transition from wa-

erfall to agile in a software company negatively impacted UX prac-

ices and what strategies could decrease this impact and contribute

o a better UX integration. They, however, seem to use the terms

X and usability interchangeably. As another example, Winter and

önkkö (2010) investigated eight years of UCD process in a prod-

ct development company. They discuss how in the context of this

ompany, principles and practices of UCD are operationalized. In

ddition, Winter et al. applied an action research approach to im-

rove the state of usability integration in the company. They, for

nstance, introduced new UCD practices in the company that could

otentially address some of the identified challenges. One exam-

le is a new way of presenting the results of usability testing to

nternal stakeholders. 

The above studies show the difficult and time-consuming na-

ure of effort s to integrate UX and usability principles and practices

nto development processes and organizations. They also highlight

he importance of the long-term commitment of internal stake-

olders and applying a combination of activities in different lev-

ls of the organization, from for instance higher level strategies to

ay-to-day work of stakeholders ( Gulliksen et al., 2009 ). However,

s we mentioned before they either merely focus on usability or

o not clearly differentiate it from UX. 

This study extends the work previously done by the above stud-

es. Here, rather than focusing on generating a comprehensive list

f challenges and success factors to UX integration, we aim to re-

ect on and learn from a chronological study of events that over

wo decades impacted GUI development, usability and UX integra-
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tion in a case company. We reflect on the company’s transition

towards UX integration, the interrelation between various events,

and the facilitating and prohibiting roles they played in this tran-

sition. 

3. Research method 

The core of this paper is a chronological analysis of the transi-

tion the case company has gone through over the last two decades

to improve UX integration. Our analysis accentuates the way in

which UX integration emerges and develops through time and uses

‘events’ as our unit of analysis. Here, by event we mean any deci-

sion, activity, action, or circumstance that contributed to changes

in the organization. 

We performed a case study ( Runeson et al., 2012 ) using lon-

gitudinal (retrospective) data and performed a Grounded Theory

(GT)-based ( Strauss and Corbin, 1998 ) analysis of our data. As Fig. 1

depicts, we followed Strauss and Corbin’s guidelines ( Strauss and

Corbin, 1998 ) to guide our data gathering and analysis. GT is a
Literature review
r

no

Goal
Goalopen 

Interviews

generated 
UX 

artifacts

project
projectproject 
documents

Goal
Goalsemi-

structured
interviews

project
projectorganisational  
documents

Goal
Goal

observations

Goal
Goal

observations

UX integration 
retrospective 
workshops

Fig. 1. In this case study, we gathered longitudinal (retrospective) data and performed a

followed Strauss and Corbin’s guidelines ( Strauss and Corbin, 1998 ) to guide our data gat
opular method in various fields including software engineering

nd development as it is suitable for investigating ‘what is going

n’ and generating new theories rather than verifying an existing

heory ( Stol et al., 2016 ). 

Performing a case study using longitudinal data provided the

ollowing benefits ( Runeson et al., 2012 ) which suited our research

im: 

• it is the recommended methodology for investigating the evo-

lution of complex phenomena over time 
• it facilitates addressing research questions over time 
• it reduces the risk that the findings only reflect a transient phe-

nomenon 

.1. The case company 

The case company is a medium-sized international software

evelopment company in Gothenburg, Sweden. At the time of

erforming this research, the company had around 2500 employ-
Coding

Data collection

Formulating the 
esearch questions

Memo sorting
Writing up & 

Theoretical 
saturation?

 Grounded Theory (GT)-based ( Strauss and Corbin, 1998 ) analysis of our data. We 

hering and analysis. 
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es, and developed software using an agile development process.

his company was a suitable case for our research purpose for

our main reasons. First, the company is a medium-sized software

evelopment company with various organizational units and dif-

erent roles and responsibilities across them which could give us

he possibility to study the influence of these units on integration

ver time. Second, the company’s main product, which we studied,

s a business-to-business (b2b) software system customized for

nd sold to large international corporations. Studying UX inte-

ration for a b2b software was in particular interesting for us

s current literature on UX has a lopsided focus on business-to-

onsumer products while research shows that integration for b2b

oftware is more challenging ( Kashfi et al., 2017 ). Third, the com-

any has gone through a transition from waterfall to agile software

evelopment which in our view could provide valuable insight on

he influence of these approaches on integration effort s. Fourth,

he company is located in Gothenburg Sweden which could give

s easier and more frequent access to practitioners and other data

ources. 

The company is structured in three main units. The first unit is

he development unit which is responsible for developing the core

eatures of the products. UX integration initiatives are mainly per-

ormed in this unit. At the time of performing our research (2015),

his unit hired a UX expert to take the responsibility of UX inte-

ration in the organization and coordinate the related activities.

his unit also includes a UX guild, a volunteer group that holds

eekly meetings to discuss UX-related topics such as (i) what ac-

ivities are the members performing currently in their teams, (ii)

hat problems are they facing in relation to these activities, (iii)

hat specific design problems are they facing in their projects.

n addition, the guild meetings involve more generic discussions

bout how UX integration can be improved in the organization or

ow UX advocates can get buy-in from other internal stakehold-

rs in particular management. The second unit is the customization

nit which is responsible for customization of the features accord-

ng to the needs of each customer. The third unit is the business

nit which mainly consists of product owners and product man-

gers. This unit is in large responsible for aligning the products

ith business model and strategy of the company. 
Table 2 

Data gathering methods used in this study. 

Method Quantity & Date Description/E

Interview 19 interviews: 

- Dec. 2014 (8) 

- Feb. 2015 (7) 

- Mar. (3) 

- Apr. (1) 

the roles we 

- managemen

- product ma

- product ow

- scrum mast

- UX advocate

- developer (3

- tester (1) 

- business an

- UX expert (

Archival data analysis organizational documents & project 

artifacts generated 1992–2015 

- organization

- mockups 

- UX & usabil

- personas 

- usability rep

- UX waves 

Workshop two workshops: 

- Apr. 2015 

- May 2015 

- the first wo

representative

units, 

- the second 

Observation seven in: 

- Dec. 2014 (2) 

- Feb. 2015 (1) 

- Mar. 2015 (2) 

- Apr 2015 (1) 

- May 2015 (1) 

- guild meeti

- design stud

- effect mapp

expert (1) 
ata gathering 

In our study, data was gathered through a collection of empiri-

al methods including observations, interviews, document analysis

nd workshops, as summarized in Table 2 . 

The first author was located at the case company for a period of

our months (Feb 2015 to June 2015) to facilitate easier access to

he practitioners and data. Besides the methods described below,

he first author had regular email and telephone contact with the

ractitioners who participated in the study. 

We performed 19 interviews across the three units of the orga-

ization in two steps. At the first step, 3 open and semi-structured

nterviews were performed by the first author. The initial inter-

iews were open interviews since we aimed to discover the main

vents that influenced UX integration over the years. This helped

s explore the events related to various initiatives, activities, UX

oles and responsibilities, practices, tools and methods, and arti-

acts. As we learned more about these events, we performed in-

erviews to gather detail information about the main identified

vents. 

In order to better understand and gather more information

bout current UX activities in the company, a number of main

eetings performed by the UX expert (e.g. design studio, effect

apping workshop), and weekly meetings of the UX guild were

bserved by the first author. The above meetings were both au-

io recorded and transcribed for coding and analysis. Because we

imed to investigate the attitudes of various internal stakeholders

owards the role of the UX expert and current integration effort s,

n these meetings, we mainly focused on the collaboration and

ommunication between the UX expert and the meeting partici-

ants, their reflections, reactions and perceptions rather than the

utcome of the meetings, i.e. the UX artifacts. 

After both meetings the first author gathered feedback of the

articipants via short interviews to understand how they perceived

ork of the UX expert and in particular the tools and methods she

uggested. In addition, the first author was located in the same

oom as the UX expert to be able to closely observe various ac-

ivities performed by this role. Regular discussions with this role

lso naturally happened due to this co-location. 
xamples Purpose 

interviewed: 

t (1) 

nager (1) 

ner (5) 

er (2) 

/developer (3) 

) 

alyst (2) 

1) 

- identify the main events 

- investigate their influence on integration 

al charts & job descriptions 

ity guidelines 

orts 

- triangulate the findings of the interviews 

- identify the influence of various events 

on integration 

rkshop included the 

s of the three organizational 

one included the UX expert 

- validate & reflect on the identified events 

- investigate their influence on integration 

- identify future approaches to address the 

identified challenges 

ngs (5) 

io (1) 

ing workshop held by the UX 

- to gather data on current integration 

effort s 

- investigate the attitude of various 

stakeholders towards these efforts 
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Beside the UX expert, the UX guild was another rich source

of information about current UX practices in the company. Hence,

five guild meetings were also observed by the first author. The

meeting discussions were recorded in form of extensive notes and

the summary of the main points were distributed among the par-

ticipants for validation. These observations provided rich data on

how UX guild members perceived the UX challenges and success

factors. 

In addition, we investigated the UX artifacts generated from

1992 to 2015. The aim of this document analysis was mainly tri-

angulation of the interview data, i.e. verify the existence of the

artifacts mentioned by the interviewees or discover the ones that

were missing from our data. We, therefore, did not aim to ana-

lyze the quality of these artifacts. Admittedly, such analysis could

provide valuable information regarding UX integration, for instance

additional explanation for why some artifacts were generated but

not used. Nevertheless, we believed such a judgment required

a more controlled setting and longer investigation of generation

and use of these artifacts. This was therefore not feasible and

out of the scope of our study. In particular, since a number of

these artifacts were generated before the start of our research

study. 

Other sources of data were two workshops held at the com-

pany. A retrospective workshop was held in the company with par-

ticipants representing the three units. The aim of the workshop

was to reflect on the events identified through interviews and their

influence on UX integration in the company. The UX expert was

not invited to the meeting mainly to give the participants a chance

to freely reflect on and share their views about her role and re-

sponsibilities, and motivations for hiring her. 

A second retrospective workshop was held at the end of the

data gathering. This workshop was mediated with an impartial

researcher with knowledge in organizational change. In this work-

shop, the UX expert and the first author reflected on the factors

that, in their view, had facilitated or prohibited UX integration

in the company. The UX expert also reflected on her work in the

company, what practices, tools and methods she had proposed,

and how they were received by other stakeholders. Through

these workshops we not only validated our findings but also

gathered more data on the identified events and their influence

on integration. 

Data analysis 

In this study, we performed a Grounded Theory (GT)-

based ( Strauss and Corbin, 1998 ) analysis of our data. Follow-

ing the principles of Grounded Theory (GT), we simultaneously

performed data gathering and analysis until we achieved theo-

retical saturation ( Strauss and Corbin, 1998 ). We also performed

constant memoing while coding the data. GT has two main dif-

ferent variations, Glaserian (aka. classic) ( Glaser et al., 1968 ) and

Straussian ( Strauss and Corbin, 1998 ). These approaches differ in

their steps and principles (for a comparison please see ( Stol et al.,

2016 )). In this study, we picked Straussian version and followed

Strauss and Corbin’s guidelines for performing GT ( Strauss and

Corbin, 1998 ) including the following steps ( Fig. 1 ): 

• open coding is the step in which the concepts are identified in

the data. For this purpose, the raw data (e.g., interview tran-

scripts, or observation notes) was broken down into manage-

able analytical pieces. These pieces then were openly tagged

with codes (i.e., concepts and categories) by identifying key

points represented in the segment which included events and

their enabling or prohibiting influence on integration. Our date

resulted in 143 codes in this step. 
• axial coding is the process of relating categories to their sub-

categories. In this step, the generated codes were related to

each other via a combination of inductive and deductive think-

ing to form the main categories (i.e. themes and sub-themes) of

events and their enabling or prohibiting role in the integration

process. The main categories, however, merely describe the data

and need to be further developed into a theory. Our data re-

sulted in 27 categories in total which resulted in forming three

main themes. The themes that emerged from our data concern

UX practices and responsibilities, internal and external stakehold-

ers’ beliefs and attitude about software quality and UX, and the

company’s business model and strategy and how UX integration

was perceived in relation to that. The sub-themes concern, for in-

stance, managing UX practices, the role of politics in integration,

the role of power-relations in integration, the relation of UX to

GUI design and development, the importance of software quality

in general and UX in particular, the importance of the end user

needs’ compared to the needs of customers, the relation of integra-

tion to value delivery, and UX being part of the business model and

strategy of the organization. Further analysis of the identified cat-

egories and their impact on integration over the years showed that

they spread over at least four noticeable time periods that reflect

the paradigm shifts in the organization in particular in relation

to the main three identified themes. These periods, in fact, are

our interpretation of the company’s transition from GUI devel-

opment to integrating usability and UX. A transition which was

a response to various events and their enabling or prohibiting

roles. 
• selective coding is when the core category is selected from the

main categories identified in axial coding. The theory is refined

and developed through linking the identified categories around

the core category. We realized that we have rich data on orga-

nizational change aspect of integration hence selected this as-

pect as our main focus to further analyze UX integration in the

case company which resulted in generating 4 lessons learned

and 5 pitfalls. 

In presenting our results, we structure them based on the

our identified time periods instead of the identified categories.

n other words, we use a narrative of events to show how UX

ntegration emerged over time, situated in its context, i.e. the or-

anization. We present these events and their influence from the

erspective of practitioners. Our main motivation was to present a

oherent story of the changes in the organization, present various

vent, and describe their enabling or prohibiting roles through

his story. In our view, such a presentation, can better show the

ompany’s journey over time which was one of the main aspects

f our analysis. Therefore, we discuss the interrelation among the

dentified events as well as between events and the organization

nd show how they may have influenced UX integration positively

r negatively. However, we do not argue the relative importance

f these events or the extent of their impact on the integration,

ather focus on whether, in general, they served as an enabler or

rohibiter to integration efforts. Also, the aim of these periods is

ot to present an exact time box of the identified events, rather to

how the paradigm shift in the company over the years. 

In this study, we did not draw cause and effect relationships

rom the data. We rather identified indications of improvement

r worsening of UX integration mainly based on the participants’

pinions and our document analysis of the UX artifacts , i.e. tangible

utputs of UX practices in projects, e.g. ‘UX guideline’. 

In addition, we do not provide a full coverage of all the events

cross the organization in the identified periods. In our analysis,

e coded and categorized the events that based on our data

ave had an interesting impact on UX integration within the case

ompany. Clearly, in earlier years, the term UX or even usability
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ere not used and these concepts to a large extent were not yet

dopted in the industry. But since many of the events in those

arly years became the basis of UX integration in later years, we

ollectively refer to them as influencing events. Still, to better

eflect the company’s history, we have explicitly distinguished

etween various terminologies used in different periods. 

. Results 

In this section, we present the four identified time periods

r paradigm shifts (summarized in Table 3 ) and their including

vents. We found that some of the identified events happened out-

ide the organization while some were internal to it. In the follow-

ng sub-sections (i.e. time periods), we have presented the internal

vents according to their chronological orders. However, as our

ata gathering was done inside the organization, we did not have

nough data to extract a reliable chronological order for the exter-

al events. These events are, therefore, presented and discussed in

elation to the influence they have had on the internal events. 

The identified events have a complex and multifaceted rela-

ion with the main themes and sub-themes that emerged from

ur data. For instance, hiring a manager with HCI background in

he company could be associated to changes in business model

nd strategy and a positive attitude towards software quality and

sability in that time. It also directly related to usability-related

ractices and responsibilities and also contributed to even more

ositive attitudes towards usability in the organization. Although

e acknowledge this complex relation between the events and the

hemes, for each internal event ( Tables 4 , 6 , 8 , and 10 ), we have

isted the theme that in our view had the strongest connection

o the event. We believe such a categorization when summarizing

he events can help the reader better understand these events and

heir relation to integration from various aspects. 

However, for the external events, such a categorization was not

ossible as each external event could have influenced various inter-

al events, hence, influenced the integration concerning more than
Table 3 

We identified at least four periods or paradigm shifts in the organization t

the events we identified span across these periods and their presence or in

periods, therefore, shall be seen as paradigm shifts in the organization rathe

Period Main paradigm shift 

Period one investing in creating Graphical User Interfaces (GUI

Period two initiating usability integration that focused on imp

purpose, principles and practices of usability were 

development processes (mainly through applying u

Period three initiating UX integration that focused on enhancing

purpose, in addition to principles and practices of 

introduced to the organization and started to be in

usability integration as well 

Period four improving UX integration that focused on enabling

and applying various practices 

Table 4 

The main internal events in period one: Focusing on Graphical Us

their chronological order and in the same order as narrated in the 

Category Internal events 

Business model & strategy The company entered new market 

Business model & strategy The company grew in size fast 

Business model & strategy More practitioners with technical s

Business model & strategy The company’s business strategy fo

Beliefs & attitudes An engineering culture formed in t

Practices & responsibilities GUI designers & developers with g

Beliefs & attitudes Developers emphasized separating 

Beliefs & attitudes Developers emphasized making the

Beliefs & attitudes Developers emphasized enhancing 
ne theme. Therefore, we used, other categories that emerged from

ur data with regards to the external events which concerned the

ature of these events and not their influence on the organization:

e identified at least three main such categories: (i) technological

dvances (e.g. introduction of mouse as an interaction medium),

ii) increasing knowledge and awareness (the concept of UX be-

oming widespread in the field of software development), and

iii) educational advances (university programs that covered UX).

lease note that these external events, their order, and influence

n the organization is presented as perceived by our participants. 

.1. Period one: focusing on graphical user interfaces 

In this period which mainly happened between the years of

993–2002, the company started investing in creating Graphical

ser Interfaces (GUIs) in response to the following changes and

vents. The main events that happened inside the organization are

ummarized in Table 4 while Table 5 summarizes the main events

hat happened outside the organization yet influenced the internal

vents and integration efforts. 

The interviewees highlighted that various events external to

he company impacted how internal and external stakeholders ex-

ected a software system to look like and behave. The interviews

or instance mentioned introduction and plurality of mouse as an

nteraction medium, graphical user interfaces, and desktop and

ome computers. Regarding the advances in the field, a developer

tated: 

“Anybody now knows what a desktop is, but when we started in 
1990, nobody knew. It didn’t exist as a common metaphor. Our 
first manual had a picture saying, ‘Here’s what a mouse looks 
like. Here is what you use the buttons for”’ (p8, developer). 

This interviewee further emphasized: 
hat concern GUI design and development, usability, and UX. Some of 

fluence on integration was observed in more than one period. These 

r than exclusive time boxes of events. 

s) as opposed to command-line interaction 

roving the developed GUI through enhancing its usability. For this 

introduced to the organization and started to be integrated to the 

ser-centered design (UCD)) 

 the experience delivered through the developed products. For this 

UCD (with focus on usability), UX principles and practices were 

tegrated to the development processes.UX integration covers 

 a better UX integration in the organization through new initiatives 

er Interfaces. To help the reader, these events are listed in 

summary of the corresponding period. 

areas where customers required more interactive software 

kills were hired 

cused on functions 

he company 

raphical design skills were hired 

the GUI layer from business logic 

 GUI configurable 

fonts & colors on the GUI 
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Table 5 

The main external events influences of which were first noticed in the organization in period one and contributed to a focus on Graphical User Interfaces 

(GUIs). External events indirectly influence integration as they often lead to other events inside the organization; examples of such internal events are listed 

in the last column. These external events are listed in the same order as the internal events they influence. 

Category External event Example internal event 

Technological advances new interaction medium, mouse, became widespread The software was designed for mouse interactions which 

created more possibilities for better UX design 

Technological advances GUI mostly replaced command-line interactions Stakeholders became motivated to develop a software 

system with GUI 

Technological advances desktop & home computers became widespread Customers & users experienced various software systems & 

expected better UX hence internal stakeholders became 

more motivated to enhance UX 

Increasing Knowledge & 

awareness 

customers & users became familiar with Windows 

operating system 

Customers & users had higher expectations about GUIs 

hence internal stakeholders became more motivated to 

enhance UX 

Table 6 

The main internal influencing events in period two: Initiating Usability Integration. To help the reader, these events are listed in their chronological 

order and in the same order as narrated in the summary of the corresponding period. 

Category Internal events 

Beliefs & attitudes Awareness about the importance of the end users’ view increased in the company 

Business model & strategy The marketing unit used UX as one of the selling points of the company’s products in their advertisements 

Beliefs & attitudes Management’s awareness about importance of interaction design & usability increased 

Practices & responsibilities A GUI design forum was established in the company 

Practices & responsibilities Design guidelines were created in the company 

Business model & strategy A manager with HCI background was hired 

Practices & responsibilities Specialized units in the organization were formed (e.g. core development & GUI development) 

Practices & responsibilities The gap between developers & end users increased 

Practices & responsibilities Various user-centered design practices were applied in the company 

Business model & strategy A former end-user was hired as business analyst 

Business model & strategy A GUI and visualization specialist was hired 

Business model & strategy The company was acquired by a large international company 
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“if you design a user interface today, you have to imagine that 
users are not going to click on a mouse, they’re going to point 
to the screen and drag their fingers, and they expect things to 
work this way. Which they didn’t do 20–30 years ago. So, UX 

design also means that you have to conform to what industry 
standard is today” (p8, developer). 

During these years, the company targeted new market areas,

i.e. application domains, that needed more interactive products.

Second, more and more developers were hired and the com-

pany grew in size. In addition, the company was mainly hiring

practitioners with competences in developing core functions, and

algorithms (e.g. people with backgrounds in computer science and

mathematics). This hiring policy was mainly motivated by the

business model and strategy of the company which focused on

algorithms and offering unique core functions to the customers.

Consequently, an even stronger engineering culture in the case

company formed over these years. In later years, this historical

focus on core functions contributed to more resistance to the

concept of UX and related practices. 

Still, in response to the new expectations rising in the market,

and to benefit from the new technologies, the company con-

sciously planned to improve the user interfaces of the product to

enhance users” access to the core functional capabilities. There-

fore, besides core developers, developers with GUI design and

development skills were also hired during these years. However,

the number of such developers was much less than those with

core development competencies. Even practitioners hired for

GUI development had technical education and backgrounds (e.g.

computer science) and not Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).

Similarly, the company hired much less number of developers

who had a business perspective and understood the importance of
usiness goals and their relations to functions and GUI. Regarding

his a product manager emphasized: 

“people we hired as developers hadn’t had the opportunity to be 
on the customer side, to understand the business value of the 
system and how they work as a whole and also meet with the 
users” (p1, product manager). 

The main focus of the hired GUI developers was to separate

he GUI layer from the business logic, and to make it as config-

rable as possible, which was expected considering their compe-

ences and background. These developers, having limited design

indsets, believed that usability or UX is something that can be

chieved through configuring fonts and colors by users after de-

loying the software. For instance, one of the developers explained

ow she approached improving the design as: 

“the user interface is programmable. You can choose colors, you 
can choose sizes and, you know, fonts and things. And for me 
that is good enough for the user, they can choose themselves 
what they want [later on]” (p8, developer). 

The company took pride in the fact that their products sup-

orted mouse interaction, or that it even offered any GUI while

imilar products in the market offered only command-line inter-

ction. As the interviewees stated, GUI and interaction through

ouse were still uncommon and ‘unexpected’ for the customers

nd users; therefore easily created positive experiences for them.

his can explain why still many practitioners in the company em-

hasize they have always been working with UX, for instance: 
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Table 7 

The main external events influences of which were first noticed in the organization in period two and contributed to initiating usability integration. External events 

indirectly influence integration as they often lead to other events inside the organization; examples of such internal events are listed in the last column. These 

external events are listed in the same order as the internal events they influence. 

Category External event Example influence 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

customers paid attention to end users’ opinions Internal stakeholders became motivated about usability integration 

Technological advances mobile & web platforms became widespread Practitioners had the opportunity to deliver different experiences 

through different platforms 

Theoretical advances the concept of UX influenced software industry Internal stakeholders realized the importance of experience, as well as 

functions, in attracting customers 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

customers & users paid attention to look & feel Internal stakeholders became motivated to invest on look & feel 

became 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

practitioners with usability skills became available 

in the job market 

Practitioners who joined the company were more likely to advocate or 

engage in emergent usability initiatives 

Educational advances university programs with interaction design & 

usability focus became widespread 

The company had more access to practitioners with usability 

knowledge who engaged in emergent usability initiatives 

Educational advances educational resources on usability (e.g.books) 

became widespread 

Internal stakeholders had more possibility to improve their usability 

skills 
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“I wonder if anyone talked about UX design. But we were ahead 
of times. We were using pointing devices before they even called 
it mouse... We realized early that we need to work a little bit 
with GUIs” (p7, product owner). 

.2. Period two: initiating usability integration 

This period mainly happened during the years of 20 03–20 06

hen usability integration was initiated in the company as the

ollowing events intertwined with the events in period one. Here,

y usability integration we mean introducing usability principles

nd practices to the organization and integrating them to the

evelopment processes. This differs from period one in which the

ocus was on developing Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) without

ecessarily taking their usability into account. 

The main events that happened inside the organization are

ummarized in Table 6 while Table 7 summarizes the main events

hat happened outside the organization yet influenced the internal

vents and integration efforts. 

In this period, management and other internal stakeholders

e.g. developers, sales and marketing) realized that customers

aid more attention than before to end users’ opinions and views.

he customers’ increasing knowledge and awareness about the

mportance of users’ opinions and views motivated the internal

takeholders to take usability into consideration. Regarding this an

nterviewee stated: 

“I was working with sales a lot. [for instance] I demonstrated 
the system for 30 end-users. There was one manager and the 
manager was the one who made the end decision at the end of 
the day but it was pretty obvious that if 30 end-users didn’t like 
the system, she was going to have a very tough time selling that 
system to them. That was one of the drivers for understanding 
that end-users’ opinion matters” (p6, manager). 

With the advances in web and mobile technologies, the con-

ept of UX was introduced in the field of software development.

ccordingly, a marketing campaign was started in the company

hat advertised the products as ‘a product that provides one co-

erent experience for the users’. The marketing and sale units had

ealized that a unified experience is appealing to the customers

nd users and can contribute to more sells and profit. However,
n practice, this was not still the case and even the GUIs were not

et unified. 

During these years, management had realized that considering

he advances in the field, only providing core functions was not

ufficient for the success of the product. In their view, at least a

inimum level of usability in the GUIs was required in order to

etter succeed in the market as the customers and users paid more

ttention also to look and feel of software systems. Regarding this

 developer stated: 

“So from a selling perspective, I think, our manager was right 
saying that we have to have a good look and feel, that every- 
body wants a good look and feel, and our system looks a bit old 
and clunky” (p8, developer). 

Therefore, a GUI design forum was established where various

takeholders in both development and business units would dis-

uss the design of the GUI. Consequently, a set of guidelines were

enerated for developers in the GUI development teams. 

In these years, the company had more access to practitioners

ith usability and interaction design skills in the job market. This

as expected as university programs that focused on usability and

nteraction design became widespread. Accordingly, a director of

esearch and Development (R&D), with a background in Human-

omputer Interaction (HCI), was hired specifically to initiate and

oordinate the activities required to improve the usability of the

roducts. For instance, through facilitating end users involvement

n the process and improving interaction design of the product. It

as also agreed to follow Microsoft design guidelines in develop-

ng the GUIs. Many of the changes made to the GUI in this pe-

iod became the base of the UX design of the products in later

ears. 

The size of the company was now growing even more and more

evelopers with different expertise were hired. Hence, specialized

eams, units, and departments were formed to better structure and

rganize the responsibilities of these developers. For instance, a

nit specialized in GUI development was established under R&D

epartment in 2005. In later years, this unit became the source

f many UX integration initiatives. Increasing size of the company

lso led to an increasing gap between developers and customers

nd end users. Since the number of developers was increasing, it

as no longer possible for all developers to meet the customers’

ites and have direct contact with the end users. Regarding this a

equirement analyst/developer said: 
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Table 8 

The main internal events in period three: Initiating UX Integration. To help the reader, these events are listed in their chronological order 

and in the same order as narrated in the summary of the corresponding period. 

Category Internal events 

Beliefs & attitudes The concept of UX become more known in the company 

Business model & strategy A GUI designer with UX knowledge was hired 

Beliefs & attitudes Number of UX advocates in the company increased 

Beliefs & attitudes A UX study group was established in the company 

Practices & responsibilities UX advocated run a pilot project to learn more about UCD 

Beliefs & attitudes A UX interest group was established in the company 

Practices & responsibilities Wiki pages for sharing UX-related information were created 

Practices & responsibilities User studies & evaluations were performed as part of the development processes 

Practices & responsibilities Rational Unified Process (RUP) was introduced in the company 

Practices & responsibilities UX advocates received more mandate for UX practices & responsibilities 

Practices & responsibilities UX advocates received the job title “UX designer”

Practices & responsibilities The role of “UX lead” was introduced in the company 
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1 Rational Unified Process (RUP) is an iterative software development process 

framework which insists that architecture sit at the heart of the project team’s ef- 

forts to shape the system ( Kroll and Kruchten, 2003 ). 
“when customers were here you actually got started to talk 
and therefore we exchanged phone numbers and mail addresses 
and when you started developing you actually got feedback this 
way” (p13, requirements/developer). 

Hence, practitioners felt a need for more formal ways of gath-

ering information about the business scenarios and the end users’

preferences. In this period, therefore, practitioners initiated apply-

ing a number of UCD practices, including user studies and user

evaluations. This initiative was supported by various educational

material on the topic of usability that was now available in the

field of software development. Regarding this, a product manager

stated: 

“Before 2006 or earlier than that, everyone was involved in im- 
plementing our systems on the customer side, everyone... During 
your career, you basically moved from the implementation side 
[where you had a chance to] meet the customer to be a more 
back-end developer, just developing core functions... so there was 
a need to have more formal practices” (p1, product manager). 

Therefore, following UCD practices, user studies were per-

formed in form of interviews and observations at the users’ work-

place (for different customers the organization had at the time).

The result of the user studies was presented in form of unstruc-

tured text documents and included various observations, design

flaws, and design improvement proposals. 

The increasing size of the company also negatively impacted the

quality of software in general. This could be explained by the hir-

ing policies that, as we described before, focused on programming

skills. Regarding this, a developer stated: 

“things were easier when we were fewer people. As more and 
more people came in, the [quality] bar was lowered because the 
new people didn’t bring a UX mentality into the team. The gen- 
eral mentality is to just make it work and not to make it bet- 
ter UX-wise. I don’t mean that they don’t want to, it’s just that 
people don’t know how to, or don’t think about it automatically. 
That’s not only a problem with UX; we have that with software 
quality in general” (p2, developer). 

Since the business units believed developers needed to better

understand the business rules and how the system is being used

in real situations, a previous end user was hired as a business an-
lyst. The role of this person was to be in close contact with the

evelopers to discuss design ideas. This role, however, did not have

 large impact on design, until the process changed to agile as de-

cribed in the section on period four. 

Another major event in this period was the acquisition of

he organization by a large international company. Although in

he beginning, day-to-day work of developers did not change

uch because of this event, in the later years, this led to other

vents; for instance, following new development processes that

he acquiring company demanded (e.g. Rational Unified Process

RUP) 1 that mainly happened in period three and transformation

o agile that mainly happened in period four as we have described

n the following sections). 

.3. Period three: initiating UX integration 

This period mainly happened during the years of 2007–2012

hen UX integration was initiated in the company as the following

vents intertwined with the events in the two previous periods.

he events that happened inside the organization are summarized

n Table 8 while Table 9 summarizes the events that happened

utside the organization yet influenced the internal events or

ntegration effort s. 

During this period, the term UX and its associated principles

nd practices became popular in the software industry. As uni-

ersity programs with a focus on UX became widespread, there

ere more practitioners in the job market who either already

ere educated on UX practices and principles or were interested

n acquiring UX-related competencies. Younger generations of GUI

esigners and developers included graduates from HCI programs

ith knowledge on UX. During this period, the company also

tarted following Rational Unified Process (RUP) as their develop-

ent process. In addition, customers became informed about the

oncept of UX and its importance. 

In this period, internal knowledge and awareness about usabil-

ty and pragmatic aspects of UX increased to a great extent. The

erm UX was used for the first time in the company although in

ractice the day-to-day work was still mainly limited to practices

hat addressed pragmatic aspects of UX, i.e. usability practices and

rinciples. 

One of the developers that was hired in this period to join the

UI teams possessed an interaction design degree and knowledge

bout UX. Regarding the role of this developer in raising awareness

n the company an interviewee stated: 
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Table 9 

The main external events influences of which were first noticed in the organization in period three and contributed to initiating UX integration. External events 

indirectly influence integration as they often lead to other events inside the organization; examples of such internal events are listed in the last column. These 

external events are listed in the same order as the internal events they influence. 

Category External event Example internal event 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

UX became widespread in software industry & 

in the market 

Internal & external stakeholders became familiar with the concept & 

benefits of UX 

Educational advances university programs with a focus on UX 

became widespread 

The company hired practitioners with UX knowledge who advocated 

or engaged in emergent UX integration initiatives 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

there were more practitioners in the job 

market who were educated/interested in UX 

Company hired practitioners with UX competencies 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

users & customers expected good UX Internal stakeholders in particular management became more 

motivated about UX integration 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

customers asked for UX-related roles in 

projects 

Internal stakeholders in particular management became motivated to 

enhance UX integration 
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“She was interested in UX. She didn’t work with me but I no- 
ticed that she sort of tried to pursue UX. Like ‘This is something 
that we need to focus on.’ At least it was about then that we 
started at least to think that there might be some other ways to 
solve the problems. For instance, if there’s a common thing that 
the user does ten times more often than other things, maybe it 
should be easier to access” (p2, developer). 

The hired developer together with a number of other develop-

rs who got interested in UX became UX advocates in the company.

hese advocates played a major role in starting the bottom-up

nitiatives that contributed to increasing internal knowledge and

wareness about UX and impacted UX integration in the upcoming

ears. However, this was mainly motivated by personal interest

han responsibilities assigned by management. These UX advocates

stablished a UX study group to learn more about UX and usability

ractices and principles (e.g., heuristic evaluation, personas, user

tudies, storyboards, and usability testing). 

To exercise these practices, UX advocates ran a pilot project

nside the company. They realized that these practices seemed

imple but it took time to master them. Moreover, they concluded

hat heuristic evaluations and story-boards were easier to perform

han user research and usability testing. They, therefore, started

pplying the former practices in their day-to-day work, only

n a limited number of teams and not widespread across the

rganization. Following the study group, a UX interest group was

stablished where interested developers across the organization

ould participate to exchange knowledge and ideas about UX,

sability and related principles and practices, or UX related issues

n the ongoing projects. 

UX advocates also strove to increase other practitioners’ knowl-

dge and awareness about UX. They had already realized that lim-

ted knowledge and awareness about UX is a big challenge to a

etter UX integration in the company. Hence, in order to improve

X integration, they decided to raise the awareness especially

mong project managers and even customers. For instance, wiki

ages were set up that included descriptions of various UX tools

nd methods. UX advocates also continuously strove to get a man-

ate from management to perform more UX practices in projects. 

The reports from user studies performed in this period varied

n structure and quality. While some were free text including

andom observations and thoughts, others were more structured

ncluding specific sections about types of users, context, work

cenarios, example scenarios, etc. One explanation can be that

ractitioners did not yet have an agreed-upon process, tools,

ethods, or template to use when performing or reporting the

esult of the user studies. Hence, these results were dependent on

he experience and knowledge of the practitioners who performed

hem. Another explanation may be that these practices were
erformed by developers who were self-taught and not formally

ducated in HCI, usability or UX. 

In addition, UX advocates performed a heuristic evaluation of

he product following Nilsen’s ten heuristics. Storyboarding was

nother practice that became popular in the organization in this

eriod. Not only the GUI development practitioners but also the

usiness unit started using mock-ups and storyboards as a means

f communicating requirements and design ideas. Balsamic mock-

ps and storyboards were used during this period and even in

ater years by product management to communicate their design

deas to customers and developers, also by requirements analysts

o communicate with users and customers. 

In this period, the company’s software development process

hanged from waterfall to a customized version of Rational Unified

rocess (RUP). This change was initiated by higher management

nd led to getting more mandate for UX practices since a num-

er of these practices were explicitly considered as part of this

rocess. These practices mainly addressed the pragmatic aspect of

X, and included: Stakeholder Analysis, User & Domain Analysis,

X Design Vision, Form & Behavior Specification, and Usability

valuation Plan & Report. They also applied practices such as

ser & Domain Analysis, Storyboarding, Heuristic Evaluation, and

sability Evaluation. Despite these changes, practitioners from the

usiness unit (including product management and requirement

nalysts) were still the gateway to customers and the end users.

his was problematic for UX advocates since this unit still resisted

X practices emphasizing that UX is less important than functions.

nother problem was that various internal stakeholders still did

ot differentiate customers and end users. 

Following the increased internal knowledge and awareness, also

he process change to RUP, the UX advocates received new job ti-

les: UX designer. An interviewee emphasized these practitioners

eceived the title mainly because they were more interested in UX

nd were involved in developing GUIs: 

“Because they were working with the user interface. There was 
a lot of people working with that, but they maybe were the 
most interested people, and actually cared more about it. So 
they were the ones who were mentioned as the UX designers”
(p5, product owner). 

Despite the title changes, the everyday work of these practition-

rs did not change much and was still mainly developing GUI: 

“we were sitting in some kind of meeting and some people 
started saying that we have some UX designers, and first I was 
asking, ‘What is UX design?’ Then when people explained it to 
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me I said, ‘Wow! Do we have that?’ Until I realized it was some 
of our developers we gave another title. At that point, it wasn’t 
so much different in the way we worked, but the way people 
started talking about it was different because someday we’d call 
some people UX designers” (p5, product owner). 

In addition, the responsibilities of UX designers were not well

defined and still largely overlapped the work of requirements ana-

lysts. Moreover, it was not clear how these roles should collaborate

with each other. Another problem was the limited UX knowledge

and competences in the company: 

“cause you have creative very good front-end developers so they 
want to get involved in UX work, but if they do not have the 
needed UX knowledge then you will not have a better UX either”
(p11, UX expert). 

In this period, customers and users expected good UX in the

products. Customers even asked for specific roles in the projects,

e.g. UX lead, to ensure supporting experience of the users. Con-

sequently, in addition to the new role of UX designer, two other

roles were defined in this period: general UX lead and project UX

lead. General UX lead was responsible to present and negotiate the

scenarios and initial storyboards with customers to get feedback.

Project UX lead had a similar responsibility in sub-projects: 

“The focus of this role was primarily to coordinate the UX as- 
pect of various sub-projects running towards customer X, focus- 
ing a lot on look-and-feel, being the contact person, aligning 
the design in sub-projects. She was also the speaking partner 
towards the product development for discussing UX guidelines”
(p19, manager). 

The UX lead roles, however, were not well received by the UX

advocates mainly because of disagreements on the way of working.

Regarding this, one of these advocates stated: 

“the UX lead was more or less a person that follows the rules, I 
mean if there are 10 steps that you should make she will make 
all the 10 steps. So in RUP, for instance, she wanted to produce 
all these artifacts even if they were not needed, she did not have 
a very ‘lean’ mindset. So it was a little bit of clash in our ways 
of working” (p9, UX guild, scrum master). 
Table 10 

The main internal events in period four: Improving UX Integration. To help 

the same order as narrated in the summary of the corresponding period. 

Category Internal events 

Practices & responsibilities The company started using agile proces

Beliefs & attitudes UX advocates learned about lean UX in

Practices & responsibilities Guild & chapters (including the UX gui

Practices & responsibilities Feature teams were created as part of 

Practices & responsibilities UX backlog was created as part of agile

Business model & strategy A UX expert was hired 

Practices & responsibilities UX-specific tools & methods were appl

Practices & responsibilities UX guidelines were created 

Business mode & strategy An off-the-shelf product was created 
Another main reason was that these UX advocates felt ‘left out’

fter the role of UX lead was introduced: 

“we had worked with UX for many years. But the first thing she 
wanted to do was performing a user study, and that’s Ok but 
she actually book it and went there alone. You should be 2–3 
people to go there and observe the users. But she thought since 
she was the lead UX person, she should do it alone. And then 
she has the knowledge and she should tell us how to design. 
But we have been part of UX work for many years, we know 

how it works and it’s not new to us. I mean, you don’t have to 
reinvent the wheel” (p10, UX guild, developer). 

.4. Period four: improving UX integration 

This period mainly happened during the years of 2012–2015. Ef-

orts to improve UX integration continued in the company during

his period as the following events intertwined with the events in

he three previous periods. The events that happened inside the or-

anization are summarized in Table 10 while Table 11 summarizes

he events that happened outside the organization yet influenced

he internal events or integration effort s. 

According to our data, the hiring policy in the case company

till emphasizes technical and programming skills. Regarding this,

 developer told us: 

“When people are hired, they’re not hired because they know 

how to design good user interfaces. They’re rather hired because 
they know data structures and how to write code” (p2, devel- 
oper). 

However, according to the UX expert, the company could bene-

t from more front-end developers since its product offered a va-

iety of graphical user interfaces (GUI): 

“it is a front-end product so it needs more front-end people. I 
think we would benefit from more front-end developers because 
it is a lot of back-end people in there” (p11, UX expert). 

In this period, practitioners had access to variety of UX edu-

ational material, to learn how to improve UX integration in the

ompany. For instance, in the UX study group though a book on

ean UX ( Gothelf and Seiden, 2013 ) the advocates learned more

bout how UX practices can create revenue with fewer costs.

evertheless, these practitioners did not still get the mandate to

perationalize the process of Lean UX in their work. 
the reader, these events are listed in their chronological order and in 

ses 

 the UX study group 

ld) were created in the company as part of agile transformation 

agile transformation 

 transformation 

ied 
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Table 11 

The main external events influences of which were first noticed in period four and contributed to improving UX Integration. External events indirectly influence integration 

as they often lead to other events inside the organization; examples of such internal events are listed in the last column. These external events are listed in the same 

order as the internal events they influence. 

Category External events Example internal event 

Educational advances educational resources on UX (e.g. books) became 

widespread 

Internal stakeholders could enhance their UX knowledge 

Theoretical advances agile processes became widespread in the industry The company applied an agile development process 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

practitioners with UX-related skills became more 

available in the job market 

The company could hire practitioners for UX-specific roles 

Increasing knowledge & 

awareness 

differences between UX & usability gained the 

attention of various stakeholders 

Practitioners advocated addressing UX as well as usability 

Theoretical advances industry relevant UX tools & methods were introduced Practitioners had access to variety of tools & methods to address UX in 

their daily work 

Technological advances mobile platforms (e.g. iPhone and iPad) became 

widespread 

Experiences with mobile applications became part of daily life of end 

users & provided more marketing opportunities for the company 
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In this period, in response to the popularity of agile processes

n the software industry, the organization became agile. Con-

equently, feature teams, guilds, and chapters were created in

his period. Each feature team was a cross-functional team, con-

isting of practitioners with different competencies (e.g. testing,

rchitecture, UX). Each team was responsible for designing and

eveloping a collection of features from core functions to GUI.

ince competencies were spread across feature teams, there was a

eed for alignment. Guilds and chapters are organizational entities

hat supported alignment of various areas of competency such

s testing, architecture, and UX. The main differences between a

uild and chapter were that: (i) having a representative in a guild

as not mandatory for all teams and projects while joining a

hapter was, (ii) while chapters had decision power and authority,

 guild did not have decision making power and decisions made

n the guild, e.g. UX guidelines, were ‘recommendations’ that other

ractitioners could choose to follow or not. 

During this transformation, UX advocates struggled to form a

X chapter instead of a UX guild. However, higher management,

roduct management, and product owners did not support this

dea and the UX study group was turned into a guild and not a

hapter. One main reason why a UX chapter was not formed was a

ack of competences to lead such a unit. Regarding this a manager

tated: 

“In order to have a UX chapter, there needs to be a person to 
lead that. When I look internally at some skills required for that, 
I don’t think that we have the right person that I would feel 
comfortable leading the chapter, to be honest. I think we have 
some talented UI developers that also care a lot about UX but 
they don’t necessarily have the leadership skills or negotiation 
skills required” (p6, manager). 

In this period, the UX advocates in the company continued

erforming heuristic evaluations and creating storyboards for

ifferent f eatures. They also performed more user observations

nd kept the UX guidelines up to date. These guidelines, however,

ere not followed in all the teams, but only those who had a rep-

esentative in the guild. UX practices were also mainly performed

n those teams where a UX advocate was present. 

Scrum methodology was selected as the agile methodology

o follow. Consequently, a UX backlog was created in JIRA 

2 , the

gile project management tool the company used. The aim was

o explicitly include UX design issues in agile iterations. This was

owever not well received by product owners since in their view
2 https://atlassian.com . 

 

a  
iscussions about UX issues often were not constructive and no

ecision could be made because of the subjectivity of the matter.

egarding this a product manager said: 

“Some of the processes which we decided upon to use actually 
made the development process so very very long because no one 
could take a decision” (p1, product manager). 

This led to a frustration also among the UX guild members be-

ause as they stressed, even though they performed evaluations,

X issues did not get priority in the backlog and were left mostly

nattended. Regarding this one of the UX advocates said: 

“we have just given up because it is no use in doing user test- 
ing if you don’t care about the results. Because once we finish 
the user testing we already have burned all the money for the 
feature, so you don’t get the time and money to go back and 
fix it. we don’t do this iterative development, we just do small 
waterfalls” (p9, UX guild member/scrum master). 

Another consequence of transforming to agile processes was

he change of power relations between developers and product

wners. Product owners now had more power to make decisions

bout what features to develop and in what way. However, this

hange was not in favor of UX since these product owners did

ot have the necessary UX mindset or did not even value UX.

egarding this, a manager stated: 

“at the end of the day we’re trying to be more and more agile, 
and we work a lot with product owners. Product owners are the 
ones who would accept or decline a certain function and you 
need to get UX awareness as well to the level where product 
owner will be ready to decline a function because it doesn’t ful- 
fill the UX aspects in a good way; we’re far away from there... 
[today] that judgment or that assessment will be based on their 
own personal experience not being trained or educated in UX. 
A lot of that will be shaped by what they’re used to seeing and 
what they’re used to seeing is our old products. So, we need to 
raise awareness not only within development teams but also on 
the business side” (p6, manager). 

As this interviewee emphasized that to improve UX practices in

gile, there is a need to increase knowledge and awareness also

https://atlassian.com
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among product owners and product managers because these roles

are calling the shots regarding design decisions. 

Comparing the current situation to earlier years when develop-

ers had more power in making such decisions, a product owner

told us: 

“Before 2010, our business expert, a former end user, had so 
many discussions about UX with developers, and their response 
was like, ‘Okay, now we heard what you said,’ Then they still 
implemented what they had in their own head anyway, because 
it was really the power of the developers at that point. And that 
was something which changed as the product owner role came 
in because now we own the requirement and now product own- 
ers are the ones signing off that” (p4, product owner). 

However, product owner authority was not necessarily in favor

of UX: 

“the product owner shouldn’t decide exactly how it should be 
done. She should decide what the thing should do when it is 
done, not exactly how the buttons should be laid out or how it’s 
supposed to be implemented” (p2, developer). 

During this period, practitioners with UX-related skills became

available and accessible in the job market. In addition, differences

between UX and usability gained the attention of various internal

and external stakeholders. Consequently, as an effort to improve

UX practices, an interaction designer was hired by management to

join the internal UX advocates to improve UX delivered through

the products. Management was looking for an expert who not only

had knowledge and experience on UX practices and principles but

also could balance them with technical feasibility. Management

was also looking for someone who could provide leadership and

direction for all aspects of the UX vision and strategy. Most im-

portantly, the UX expert was expected to collaborate with a wide

variety of different roles including customers, product managers,

and developers. The UX expert was hired as part of the architec-

ture chapter to contribute to one of the missions of the chapter:

improving quality of the products. 

Hiring a UX expert, however, was not fully successful for at

least two main reasons. First, the expectations from this role were

unrealistic. A product owner for instance expressed: 

“I thought more that there are some basic things that you know 

if you are an interaction designer, and it felt like there was noth- 
ing like that. It was really depending on understanding the end 
users, and so on. I was a little bit disappointed... I know when 
we talk about UX, we’re talking about seeing how end users 
work and everything ... [so] just forget about bringing someone 
in, because how would they then know if they didn’t work in 
this domain before, because then it would take such a long time 
to actually get them up and running, and really provide some 
value” (p4, product owner). 

Second, the context in which the UX expert could effectively

apply her competences did not still exist in the organization. For

instance, she did not have the opportunity to collaborate enough

with the relevant product owners to discuss design ideas mainly

because no specific time was assigned to this collaboration. 
In this period, variety of tools & methods to address UX were

vailable to the software development practitioners. For instance,

he UX expert introduced new practices, tools, and methods in-

luding business impact map, UX wave lines, proto-personas. These

ools and methods were clearly closer to UX than usability, how-

ver still mostly addressing the pragmatic aspect of UX. The per-

onas, for instance, were different from the existing ones in that

hey included not only the work goal but also more personal goals

f users: e.g. I want to make my staff happy. Still, the majority of

he needs or goals included in these personas were still pragmatic:

.g. manual override, visible calculations. The UX expert also aimed

o educate not only the UX advocates but also product owners and

roduct management. 

One major problem that the UX expert felt during her work at

he company was lack of collaboration with product owners and

roduct management and that her role was not agreed upon and

ommunicated to other stakeholders in the company. For instance,

he role was going to be hired as part of the development unit

hile the business unit believed they do not have a need for such

 role yet, and if they did, it should have been the business unit

iring a UX expert and owning UX practices in the company. Sim-

larly, the UX advocates (i.e. UX guild members) felt uninformed

bout how such a role was going to collaborate with them. Mobile

latforms were more popular and widespread in the industry dur-

ng this period. The members of the business unit believed UX was

ore the focus of mobile and web products and in fact part of the

usiness strategy to attract more end users (and customers). They,

herefore, did not see a need for investing on UX for the desktop

roducts. On the contrary, the development unit believed UX was

lso important for the desktop as a part of quality improvement

fforts. 

The newly hired UX expert felt similar problems in her work as

he previous interaction design consultants that were hired in pre-

ious periods of time. She found herself in a context that was not

et ready for the practices she could offer. She introduced more

X practices and principles but they did not become widespread

nd were resisted mainly by product management and product

wners. In general, product managers and product owners believed

X practices and processes often were time-consuming mainly be-

ause it was hard to agree on them or their outcomes. Regarding

his a product manager said: 

“We have tried different processes I think since 2009 one thing 
which always failed is that we didn’t define who has the final 
say, who can actually decide what to do and how. I think we 
still have different views here in the organization, unfortunately”
(p1, product manager). 

Similarly, a requirement analyst expressed that negative previ-

us experiences had caused frustration in the company hence more

esistance to UX integration. He emphasized: 

“many people here like UX design but are tired of all these dis- 
cussions” (p13, requirements/developer). 

Another major event during this period was that the company

tarted developing an off-the-shelf version of its product. Product

anagement and product owners, therefore, became more keen on

eatures and design ideas that would mainly benefit this product

han specific customers. As one product owner emphasized: 
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Table 12 

Different types of events that may influence UX integration. 

Type of event Examples 

Internal events reside within the borders of the company Changes in the organizational structure or development processes 

External events reside outside the borders of the company Educational (e.g. courses), theoretical (e.g. tools & methods), & 

technological advances (touch-screen interactions); increasing 

knowledge & awareness in the community 

Direct events explicitly & directly change UX integration in the 

company 

Introducing new UX-related roles & responsibilities 

Indirect events influence UX integration although this is not their main 

purpose 

Changes in the development process from waterfall to agile 

Planned events are all internal events & planned (aka. top-down) 

change initiatives designed to influence UX integration 

Assigning a new head of R&D to improve UX integration in the 

company 

Emergent events are all internal events & grass-root (aka. bottom-up) 

change initiatives performed to influence UX integration 

Establishing UX meetings by a number of UX advocates in the 

company 

Table 13 

Gaps in current literature and their relation to the identified lessons learned and pitfalls. 

Literature Gap Lessons learned and pitfalls 

Current studies often do not differentiate UX and usability or address how 

these differences can impact day-to-day work of practitioners or integration 

effort s (e.g ( Ardito et al., 2014; Federoff and Courage, 2009; Lanzilotti et al., 

2015 )). In addition, the existing limited number of longitudinal studies often 

only focus on usability or UCD practices in general or do not clearly 

differentiate them from UX and UX integration (e.g. ( Cajander et al., 2010; 

2014; Federoff and Courage, 2009; Gulliksen et al., 2009 )) 

To ensure moving beyond usability to also addressing UX, organizations shall 

prevent various pitfalls that concern the differences between UX and usability: 

Blind transition, Saying UX but doing usability, Associating UX only to GUI 

Current studies rarely focus on communication and collaboration between UX 

and non-UX practitioners or among UX practitioners. In addition, current 

studies often associate the resistance to integration with non-UX practitioners, 

their mindsets, and work priorities (e.g. ( Bak et al., 2008; Rosenbaum et al., 

20 0 0 )) 

The resistance to UX integration initiatives is not shown merely by non-UX 

practitioners but also UX practitioners. In addition, organizations shall prevent 

Striving for the sole ownership of UX and advocate shared ownership to improve 

the communication and collaboration between UX and non-UX practitioners 

Current studies often mainly report on a snapshot of integration and do not 

investigate it from a longitudinal perspective (e.g ( Gulliksen et al., 2004; 

Rosenbaum et al., 20 0 0; Venturi et al., 2006 )) 

Presence and severity of success factors and challenges to UX integration may 

change over time and are in fact influenced by the strategies to enable or 

prohibit them 

Current studies often mainly focus on internal, planned and direct events 

(e.g ( Cajander et al., 2010; 2014; Eriksson et al., 2008; Federoff and Courage, 

2009; Gulliksen et al., 2009; Winter and Rönkkö, 2010 )) 

Achieving a sustainable UX integration does not merely depend on adopting 

UX principles and practices through direct and planned initiatives. It 

additionally depends on both emergent change initiatives inside the 

organization and external events that may indirectly influence integration 

Only a limited number of current studies investigate integration from an 

organizational change perspective (e.g ( Gulliksen et al., 2009; Winter et al., 

2014 )) 

UX integration is a type of organizational change hence to increase the 

effectiveness and success of their initiatives, researchers and practitioners 

should apply the already existing guidelines on how to better implement 

changes in organizations. However, for moving beyond usability to UX in their 

change initiatives, organizations shall prevent Taking pride in the past GUI or 

usability achievements 
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“the core is going to be given to a lot of other customers” (p4, 
product owner) 

Therefore the product owners would not necessarily listen to

sers’ wishes if that could impact the core features or design of

he off-the-shelf product. 

We finalized our research collaboration with the company in

015 when the effort s to improve UX integration were still ongo-

ng, and a satisfactory level of UX integration was not yet achieved.

. Discussion 

In this paper, we presented a case study of how a software

evelopment company, over the years, may move from merely

eveloping GUIs to also considering usability and more recently

X. Our aim was to answer the following research question:

ow does UX integration unfold over time within the context of

n organization? And, what are the main intertwining events that

mpact UX integration as it unfolds? 

Our findings show that UX integration unfolds over time

hrough an interplay among various events that differ in their

ature and origins: (i) internal and external, (ii) direct and indi-

ect, (iii) planned and emergent (see Table 12 ). As we mentioned
efore, these events ( Tables 4–11 ) relate to the three main iden-

ified themes and clearly have a multifaceted and complex set of

elations with these themes. 

Through better understanding these events and their enabling

r prohibiting role with regards to integration and more specif-

cally the identified themes, we identified 4 lessons learned that

oncern the organizational change aspect of UX integration. Fur-

hermore, we explicitly investigated the transition from usability

ntegration to UX integration and identified 5 pitfalls companies

hould avoid if they want to go beyond usability integration and

lso address UX. As Table 13 summarizes, the identified lessons

earned and pitfalls bridge existing gaps in current literature on

X integration. 

.1. Lessons learned concerning UX integration 

The following lessons learned merged from our data analysis

nd should be taken into account by practitioners to better ad-

ust their integration effort s and by researchers to define more

ndustry-relevant research. These lessons learned underline the

mportance of the organizational aspect of UX integration and in

articular its organizational change nature. These lessons learned

re summarized in Fig. 2 and elaborated below. 

Lessons Learned 1: Considering the influencing events Achiev-

ing a sustainable UX integration does not merely depend on adopt-
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Fig. 2. We identified four lessons learned on UX integration (listed to the left of the picture). On the right, we present our recommendations for practitioners based on these 

lessons learned. 
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ing UX principles and practices through direct and planned initia-

tives. It additionally depends on emergent change initiatives inside

the organization and also external events that may indirectly in-

fluence integration. 

Current studies on UX integration often mainly focus on in-

ternal, planned and direct events. Examples are action research

studies ( Cajander et al., 2010; 2014; Eriksson et al., 2008; Federoff

and Courage, 2009; Gulliksen et al., 2009; Winter and Rönkkö,
010 ). Admittedly, such studies provide valuable insight about how

ractitioners can plan and execute their effort s f or improving UX

ntegration in their companies. Nevertheless, such limited focus

an give a distorted image of UX integration, how it may have

volved in the complex context of organizations, and its associ-

ted challenges and success factors. Our study contributes to the

urrent body of knowledge on UX integration through providing

 more realistic and comprehensive image of these intertwining

actors of various types and natures. 
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The fact that literature mainly focuses on planned UX integra-

ion initiatives is expected as traditionally the planned approach to

hange has been perceived to be more common even in the litera-

ure on organizational change ( Burnes, 2004 ). More recent studies,

owever, show that planned and emergent approaches to change

re complementary rather than competing ( Burnes, 2004 ). These

tudies, therefore, recommend that instead of focusing on one

est approach, organizations should seek to identify the approach

hich is best suited to certain changes they wish to undertake

n their specific organizational context ( Burnes, 2004 ). In case of

X integration, for instance, for establishing new organizational

nits to support UX integration a planned approach may be more

uitable while for introducing new UX practices an emergent

pproach. 

To better support practitioners, researchers can develop em-

irically supported guidelines to evaluate the effectiveness of,

nd therefore choose among, planned or emergent approaches.

he guidelines can, for instance, include a map between differ-

nt organizational characteristics, different changes required to

upport UX integration, and effectiveness of emergent or planned

pproaches for these changes. Most importantly, this map should

nclude common changes that are required to support a transition

rom usability integration to UX integration in organizations. The

ork of Iivari (2006) is one example of such guidelines. Their

uideline maps different types of cultures and tools and methods

or usability work. For instance, they suggest that a hierarchical

ulture requires tools and methods that emphasize rules, stan-

ard procedures, documentation, and control. On the contrary,

 rational culture requires tools and methods that emphasize

easurement and cost-benefit analyses that show the business

enefits of the change efforts. To create such guidelines, our work

an be extended by future empirical studies on identifying com-

on emergent and planned events that influence UX integration

n various organizational contexts with different characteristics,

.g., size, structure, culture, leadership style, etc. 

Lessons Learned 2: Considering success factors & challenges

Presence and severity of success factors and challenges to UX in-

tegration may change over time and are in fact influenced by the

strategies to enable or prohibit them. 

As an example, the extent of resistance to UX changed in the

ase company over time and was influenced by a verity of internal

nd external events. Current literature, however, often portrays

esistance to UX integration as a static phenomenon that is mainly

ooted in the differences between the two fields of HCI and SE

e.g. Rosenbaum et al., 20 0 0 ). By understanding how these success

actors and challenges are formed and changed over time in re-

ponse to different internal and external factors, practitioners have

ore possibility to adjust their integration initiatives and strate-

ies in different periods of time depending on the severity and

he extent of success factors or challenges in these periods. We,

herefore, suggest future research to analyze UX challenges and

uccess factors from a more dynamic and longitudinal perspective.

Lessons Learned 3: Considering the resistance to UX inte-

gration The resistance to UX integration initiatives is not showed

merely by non-UX practitioners but also UX practitioners. 

We found that the showed resistance to UX integration in the

rganization was not limited to non-UX practitioners, or as previ-

us studies call it only a result of developers’ mindsets and work

riorities ( Bak et al., 2008; Rosenbaum et al., 20 0 0 ). A resistance

as also shown by UX advocates who were involved in bottom-up

ntegration initiatives. There was also an obvious power-struggle

etween this group of practitioners and practitioners with new

oles or competences assigned by management to improve UX

ntegration. To the best of our knowledge, this type of resistance
nd power-struggle is merely explored in current UX integration

iterature. One explanation for such resistance and power-struggle

an be the clash between emergent and planned initiatives. For in-

tance, when management assigns roles to handle UX integration,

hose practitioners who have been involved in emergent events

i.e., bottom-up initiatives) may feel to some extent ‘left-out’

n the new planned programs to change. To overcome such a

hallenge, organizations should, for instance, better investigate

revious emergent changes and better align them with planned

nes. This further underlines the importance of taking various

ypes of factors into account when investigating and planning UX

ntegration in organizations, as elaborated above. Similar to the

bove insights we gained on resistance, other challenges to UX

ntegration can also be analyzed better in their context, and from

 more dynamic and longitudinal perspective. 

Lessons Learned 4: Considering UX integration guidelines UX

integration is a type of organizational change hence to increase

the effectiveness and success of their initiatives, researchers and

practitioners should apply the already existing guidelines on how

to better implement changes in organizations. 

Through identifying and analyzing various types of factors that

nfluence UX integration, we highlight the fact that UX integration

s, in fact, a type of organizational change. Nevertheless, so far,

nly a limited number of studies have investigated UX integration

n its socio-technical context and through the lens of organiza-

ional change. Usability researchers ( Iivari, 2006; Rönkkö et al.,

008; Winter et al., 2014 ) emphasize that by understanding the

hange nature of usability integration, practitioners can better

ddress related organizational issues, e.g., organizational culture,

anagement commitment to changes, or communication and col-

aboration between designers and developers; we expect similar

enefits in case of UX integration. 

.2. Pitfalls in transition from usability to UX integration 

Current studies often do not reflect on the transition from

sability to UX and how this transition happens over time in

n interaction with various factors inside and outside the or-

anizations. Here, we explicitly differentiated UX and usability

oncepts, investigated the company’s transition in the last years,

nd accordingly identified 5 pitfalls regarding the transition. These

itfalls can negatively impact integration effort s in organizations

nd prevent achieving a sustainable UX integration. The pitfalls

nd proposals on how to overcome them are summarized in Fig. 3

nd elaborated below. 

Pitfall 1: Blind transition from usability to UX Transition be-

tween GUI development to usability and then from usability to UX

may not be explicit and clear enough, meaning that differences

and implications of new concepts are not discussed during the

transition nor disseminated among internal stakeholders to raise

awareness and get support. The transition also may suffer from

lack of reflection on and learning from past events influencing the

transition. 

As our case study shows, being influenced by the changes in

he field of SE and HCI, companies go through different stages

efore achieving a suitable level of UX integration. However, in

he rush to adopt emerging concepts such as UX, practitioners

ay fail to sufficiently become aware of the implications these

oncepts have for their organizations and processes. To avoid a

lind transition, and instead undergo a more informed transition,

e suggest organizations to not only pay attention to the differ-

nces and similarities as well as implications of these concepts but

lso to reflect on and learn from past integration effort s, whether

uccessful or not. Such reflection is known to facilitate better plan-
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Pitfalls in transitioning from usability to UX integration

failing to raise awareness about 
relations between UX  & other relevant 

concepts

previous integration efforts

failing to address the implications of  
differences between UX & other 

relevant concepts

Blind transition 
from usability 

to UX

discuss & disseminate the differences 
& similarities between UX, usability & 

GUI design

How to overcome?

take into account the implications of 
these similarities & differences

efforts, whether successful or not

lopsided focus on the pragmatic 
aspect of UX

lacking practitioners with knowledge 
on the hedonic aspect of UX

applying generic UCD practices 
without attention to characteristics of 

UX

Saying UX but 
doing usability

give mandate to UX advocates to 
extend their activities to address the 

hedonic aspect as well

extend UCD practices to go beyond 
usability & coordinate among various 

units to ensure a coherent UX

hire practitioners with knowledge on 
both pragmatic & hedonic aspects of 

UX

pay more attention to who the 
advocates are than what UX really is

Associating UX 
only to GUI

raise awareness about the relation of 
UX to service design, business 

strategy & innovation

various stakeholders from different 
disciplines struggling to gain the sole 

ownership of UX

Striving for the 
sole ownership 

of UX

advocate & facilitate a shared 
ownership of UX 

create a respectful attitude among  
disciplines

adovate & facilitate a close 
collaboration between UX & non-UX 

practitioners

taking pride in previous achievements 
in GUI design or usability

down-prioritizing UX integration 
because of relying on past 

achievements

considering current UX good-enough 
through relying on past user feedback 

Taking pride in 
the past GUI or 

usability 
achievements

remember good UX means delivering 
both satisfaction & pleasure 

(delivering expected & unexpected)  

consider current & future user needs & 
competitions in the market to deliver 

both expected & unexpected

iteratively evaluate & enhance UX to 
satisfy the ever-changing user needs 

& to deliver 'unexpected'

Fig. 3. The identified pitfalls in UX integration and proposed strategies to overcome them. 
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ing for and acting on future effort s and increase the likelihood of

heir success ( Cajander et al., 2010; 2014; Dingsøyr et al., 2007 ). 

Pitfall 2: Saying UX but doing usability Organizations may

have the intention and ambition to address UX in their practices

however in reality their practices may still only remain usability-

focused. 

This pitfall is a more specific instance of blind transition

nd may happen as a result of overlooking the differences be-

ween UX and usability, and consequently their integration into

rganizations. This pitfall can result in a lopsided focus on the

ragmatic aspect of UX which has been highlighted by previous

esearch ( Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila et al., 2008 ). Simply applying

eneric UCD practices without careful attention to, and being com-

itted to addressing differences between UX and usability does

ot necessarily result in a better UX integration. UCD, for instance,

ecommends identifying the end users’ personal needs, but with-

ut knowledge on various human emotional needs (e.g curiosity,

onnectedness), a practitioner may not be able to discover such

eeds and is likely to only focus on usability needs of users (e.g.

earnability, error prevention). Therefore, UCD practices should

e performed by practitioners who have sufficient knowledge

bout these differences and the required competencies to support

he whole scope of UX rather than only its pragmatic aspect, i.e.

sability. To go beyond usability, UX advocates should get enough

andate to extend their activities otherwise, as we saw, they may

nly be able to continue usability work in spite of their ambition

or UX. Most importantly, the organization should see a need to

upport not only the pragmatic but also the hedonic aspect of

X. Organizations that want to incorporate UX should pay enough

ttention to how it differs from usability or other similar concepts.

his helps to more effectively benefit from addressing this concept

n their products and services and to go beyond usability. 

Pitfall 3: Associating UX only to GUI UX may be perceived by

stakeholders as a concept only concerned with GUI because the

concept of UX has its roots in the field of HCI which has tradition-

ally been associated with GUI design and look and feel. 

Various stakeholders may limit UX as a concept merely con-

erned with GUI design. As our findings show, the fact that UX

dvocates in the company were mainly GUI developers further

ontributed to this association. As we saw, a main consequence

f limiting UX only to GUI design is to down-prioritize it in

he organization. However, the field of HCI is much broader in

cope than only look and feel of the GUI and usability of the

roducts and services ( Hassenzahl, 2003 ). UX is also known to be

ssociated with service design ( Goldstein et al., 2002; Pine and

ilmore, 1998 ), business strategy ( Marcus et al., 2009; Sward and

acarthur, 2007 ) and innovation in organizations ( Hoonhout et al.,

012; Roto et al., 2016; Treviranus, 2009 ). Therefore, to avoid this

itfall, organizations need to increase knowledge and awareness

bout the role of UX in the above topics and emphasize that UX is

ot only about GUI design and aesthetics but also directly related

o value delivery to customers and end users. 

Pitfal 4: Striving for the sole ownership of UX Different groups

of internal stakeholders with different areas of competencies may

strive for the sole instead of a shared ownership. 

It is expected to observe a power-struggle among various

roups of practitioners concerning the ownership of UX. UX prac-

ices are multidisciplinary in nature and overlap with the work of

ractitioners in various disciplines such as business, sales and mar-

eting, and requirements, among others ( Hartson and Pyla, 2012 ).

herefore, we agree with those researchers and practitioners that

dvocate a shared ownership of UX ( Bogaards and Priester, 2005;

abriel-Petit, 2005 ). Successful UX integration necessitates close
ooperation between UX and non-UX practitioners to ensure com-

on goals. For instance, in agile settings, this requires taking

he UX practices schedule into account when ordering the task

ist ( Kuusinen and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, 2012 ). Moreover, en-

bling such approach necessitates respectful attitude between dis-

iplines ( Ferreira et al., 2012 ). 

Pitfall 5: Taking pride in the past GUI or usability achieve-

ments Internal stakeholders may take pride in their previous

achievements in GUI design and development, or usability. These

practitioners, therefore, may down-prioritize UX integration, or ef-

forts to improve UX design of the products. 

Delivering a good UX often requires not only taking the ex-

ectations of users into account and satisfying them but also

elivering pleasure to the users through providing unexpected

eatures and qualities ( Hassenzahl, 2003 ). Expectations of users

re not static rather dynamic and influenced by various other

xternal events, for instance introducing new interaction medium

r being exposed to other products with better UX ( Hassenzahl,

003; Pine and Gilmore, 1998 ). Hence, although an organization

ay successfully deliver good UX to its end users in certain time

eriods, its success may fade away over time. Organizations, there-

ore, cannot rely on their previous success, and instead, require

o constantly investigate and enhance the UX delivered through

heir products to address changes in users’ needs and expectations

n response to various external events. This is important for the

usiness success of companies as nowadays, many companies

ompete on the basis of providing a better UX and not merely

sability or functions ( Hassenzahl, 2010; Pine and Gilmore, 1998 ). 

.3. Limitations and threats to validity 

Threats to validity are outlined and discussed based on the

lassification by Runeson and Höst (2008) that includes four

hreats to case study research, namely, construct validity, inter-

al validity, external validity, and reliability. Runeson and Höst

cknowledge that the above terms are usually used in controlled

xperiments. Nevertheless, they operationalize these categories 

f threats for case studies instead of applying other terms (e.g.

redibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability). 

Construct validity concerns whether the studied phenomenon

s relevant to validly address the research questions and whether

he operational measures that are studied really represent what

he researcher have in mind. In the case of our study, the aim was

o gather data on the company’s integration journey over the last

ears and study how various events positively or negatively influ-

nced integration. This was achieved through interviewing various

ractitioners, observations, workshops, and document analysis. Ap-

lying various data gathering methods helped improving construct

alidity of our study. 

However, to prevent this threat, it was also important to select

ractitioners that have been present during various studied events.

e selected the interviewees together with our main collaborators

n the company and based on these criteria: work experience in

he company, current and previous roles, and attitude towards

X integration (both positive and negative). We also provided a

ritten description of the interviewees we were looking for to

void any misunderstandings regarding the criteria. As we were

nterested in the events that happened in the past, we ensured to

nclude also those interviewees who were present in the company

ince early 90s. Five of our interviewees have been employed at

he company at least since the beginning of the first period of

vents. In addition, four of the interviewees have been employed

t the company at least since the middle of the first period of

vents (late 90s or early 20 0 0s). 
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The interviews were face-to-face, audio recorded, and lasted be-

tween 30 and 60 min. The presence of a researcher may influence

the behavior and response of the subjects. This threat is an in-

herent limitation of the research method used, but was alleviated

somewhat by the guarantee of confidentiality of the data and cross

checking the results with participants in the study. 

The construct validity could have also been improved by inves-

tigating the quality of the UX and usability artifacts or even de-

veloped products over the years. We investigated the UX artifacts

generated from 1992 to 2015 however our aim was mainly trian-

gulation of the interview data rather than analyzing the quality of

these artifacts. We believed judging the quality of the artifacts or

the UX delivered through the products required a more controlled

setting and longer investigation of these artifacts or products. This

was therefore not feasible, in particular, since a number of these

artifacts were generated before the start of our research study or

that we did not have access to the previous versions of the prod-

ucts. More importantly, it is not possible to evaluate UX delivered

through these products out of their context and time e.g. a product

that is perceived as ‘novel’ in the 90s, may be perceived as ‘old’ in

2015. 

In any empirical study, incorrect data is a threat to internal va-

lidity . Interviews were audio recorded to mitigate this threat. The

authors also analyzed the material in several rounds of indepen-

dent as well as joint sessions to gradually reach consensus on the

intended meaning of the responses. We also cross-checked the re-

sults of our analysis with the interviewees to validate and confirm

the findings. Using variety of methods (observations, document

analysis and interviews) also helped alleviating this threat. 

Another limitation is that in the period under study, the case

company itself has evolved and naturally gone through changes

outside the scope of our study. There are, therefore, other sources

that may have also influenced UX integration but are not reflected

in our data. However, we draw the reader’s attention to this lim-

itation and highlight this study does not provide cause and effect

relationships of events and their enabling or prohibiting role in in-

tegration. Rather, the study aims to provide a holistic picture of UX

integration and the company’s transition to the extent supported

by our data. 

External validity concerns the ability to generalize the results

beyond the actual study. In case studies, the intention is to en-

able analytical generalization where the results are extended to

cases which have common characteristics and hence for which

the findings are relevant. The case company is a medium-sized

Swedish software development company, developing a business-

to-business product. We therefore expect our findings to be valid

for companies with similar characteristics. In addition, we have

compared and contrasted our findings to the existing theories on

organizational change which further contributes to external valid-

ity of our research. Another concern is that our data gathering was

performed in 2014–2015. We finalized our research collaboration

with the company in 2015 and at that time the effort s to improve

UX integration were still ongoing, and a satisfactory level of UX

integration was not yet achieved as our data shows. However, as

we have not gathered more data on the organization since 2015,

our data may not reflect today’s UX state-of-practice in the studied

organization. However, the data is valid when interpreted in its

own time frame. In particular, since the aim of this study was to

understand the transition the company has gone through over the

years. In addition, to minimize the effect of the time frame on our

analysis, we have included recent studies published since 2014

when discussing the results. 

Another threat concerns reliability , the extent to which the data

and analysis are dependent on the specific researchers. Although

the coding process is performed by the first author, to improve

reliability of the generated themes, the three authors individually
nd independently conducted a pilot coding of these segments. The

utcomes of the pilot coding were discussed in several sessions

ith all three authors, and the differences in coding were analyzed

nd resolved. Also, we had carefully designed the workshops and

nterviews before running them. We also defined the coding pro-

ess after the interviews and before analyzing the data. The initial

odes were therefore identified mainly based on observed inter-

iew responses. We also ensured the themes are not imposed on

he data rather emerged from it. 

. Conclusion 

Through an investigation of the organization’s transition from

UI design and development to addressing usability and more

ecently UX, we provided a more holistic and realistic picture of

X integration. We identified various events with different natures

internal or external, direct or indirect, emergent or planned) that

mpacted the transition to UX integration. Outside the borders of

rganizations, technological, theoretical and educational advances

n the fields of HCI and SE contribute to an increase in knowledge

nd awareness of both internal and external stakeholders, changes

n their expectations, attitudes, and priorities. These advances

lso may facilitate UX integration as they lead to organizations’

asier access to required UX competencies and tools and methods.

nternal events span across organizational units, are in a constant

nterplay with each other and the context of the organizations,

nd inevitably influence UX integration over time. Our findings

xtend current literature on UX (and usability) integration that

ften focuses on planned and internal events. We highlight the

rganizational change nature of UX integration and emphasize

hat software community can benefit from already existing or-

anizational change guidelines and best practices to facilitate a

ustainable UX integration in software companies. Most impor-

antly, we show practitioners need to explicitly address differences

etween usability and UX in their change initiatives in order to

nsure moving beyond usability integration to UX integration. Al-

hough our findings, including the lessons learned and pitfalls, are

pecific to UX, they can also shed light on integrating less mature

nd new knowledge areas such as software quality characteristics

nto software companies. 
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